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The weather was awful. - Nate  

One of the most important parts of the trip was 
going through the pain of going uphill, and then 

feeling the relief of going downhill. - Kyle 

Catching up and laughing with friends. - Talulla  

Snowshoeing, spending time with my 
friends, and sliding down the big hill at the 

end of the first day. - Phoenia 

Hanging out with my friends and experiencing the 
trip with them, it made it so much more enjoyable 

to share the experience. - Matthew 

Socialising with my friend while we were skiing. We 
were having fun while we were talking and enjoying 

our social time outside of school. - Garrett  

It was not just the new learning experience on the 
cross-country skis, but also the social opportunity 

to make new connections with teachers and 
friends. It was a great way to let my mind off any 

stress through a fun, challenging, and educational 
activity. - Karina 

Having fun with friends on a snowy day. Since I 
am a new student, this trip helped me get to 

know my classmates more which is the reason 
why that was the best part if this trip. I will never 

forget the good time I have spent with my 
classmates and friends. - Joyce 

#MulgraveMemories
From snowshoeing, to cross-country skiing, to 

skate skiing, our Middle Schoolers stormed 
Cypress Mountain for two fun-filled afternoons of 
winter sports. When asked about the best part  

of the experience, here's what they said...



Finding enjoyment for something new I never 
thought I would like – cross-country skiing, as I 

am a snowboarder. - Nevin 

The bus ride. - Sara 

Learning a new sport really brings out the risk-takers 
inside of us. Our daring and courageous selves 

attacked this new sport like it was a giant bowl of 
candy and we enjoyed every bit of it. I had an 

awesome group of friends who supported each 
other in the highs and lows of the experience. It was 
a ton of fun, even with a few bruises and bumps at 
the end of the day. I can’t wait to try something new 

next year and go through this adventurous 
experience again. - Kaiden  

Skiing along a diverse range of trails with new 
equipment we weren't used to. - Adelyn 

The amazing views after the gruelling climbs. 
Skate skiing is a demanding sport, and climbing 

hills is the polar opposite of a cake walk. Once we 
reached the peak of Cypress, all of us were 

exhausted, but the 'pain' went away when we 
were able to witness one of the most amazing 
views in the whole Sea to Sky region. - Tessa 

 I really liked being able to take a break from 
school while still learning something new like 

cross-country skiing. - Grace-Lily 

The best part of my experience at Cypress was 
the opportunity to learn a new way to enjoy the 

outdoors with my friends! - Zia  

Going downhill after all the uphill – in the end it 
was all worth it. - Kai 



When we got to ski the roller coaster part, it 
was really awesome. The fact that everyone in 
the group was at the same level made it more 

enjoyable, as everyone supported and 
encouraged each other.  - Ghazal 

 One of the most memorable parts of my 
experience was trying on a different type of skis. 
As explained to us, the cross-country skis have a 
centre ridge beneath them, and are significantly 
lighter. It was a time of experimentation because 

being familiar with downhill skis did not cut it 
when going downhill on cross country skis...my 

calves hurt the following day. - Grace 

Playing games (like camouflage) in the snow. It was 
fun just running around at Cypress, since it was so 

different from what I’m used to.  - Andrew  

When I was cross-country skiing, going downhill and 
watching my friends fall consistently. - Angelina 

 Being able to be able to partake in this 
experience as a whole grade and to feel the burn 

while skate skiing up the hill together! - Isaac 

The fact that we could bond and interact with 
each other in a different way to studying together 

in a classroom environment. It was a great and 
new experience for many of us. - Bronson 

When we were able to take a break from walking 
and played a game because it was nice to be 

outside in the snow and playing with 
my friends.  - Taishi 

When we accomplished the challenge of going down 
a few of the black runs (steeper and harder) and the 
feeling I got afterwards. I was glad that I went down 
some of the black runs first as it opened my mind to 

the possibilities of cross-country skiing. - Helen 


